Unsecular Media Making News Of Religion In America Public
Express Religion America
While the Religious Right has received considerable scholarly attention and media coverage in
recent years, the story of the growing number of Secular Americans—those who identify
themselves as atheists, agnostics, or as not having any religious ties—hasyet to be told. In the
first book devoted exclusively to Seculars, Susan B. Hansen argues that they are not only
increasing in number and political involvement, but have devised strategies and alliances to
counter the organization advantages of the Religious Right and its roots in church-based
groups and the Republican party. Case studies of state and local battles over the issues of gay
marriage, reproductive rights, and teaching evolution illustrate how Seculars have overcome
organizational disadvantages to emerge as significant adversaries to the Religious Right. They
have forged alliances with the media, the scientific community, minority groups, the Religious
Left, and the Democratic Party to challenge the influence of traditional religious views
onAmerican politics and public policy.
In an era of heightened globalization, macro-level transformations in the general
socioeconomic and cultural makeup of modern societies have been studied in great depth. Yet
little attention has been paid to the growing influence of media and mass-mediated popular
culture on contemporary religious sensibilities, life, and practice. Religion, Media, and Social
Change explores the correlation between the study of religion, media, and popular culture and
broader sociological theorizing on religious change. Contributions devote serious attention to
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broadly-defined media including technologies, institutions, and social and cultural
environments, as well as mass-mediated popular culture such as film, music, television, and
computer games. This interdisciplinary collection addresses important theoretical and
methodological questions by connecting the study of media and popular culture to current
perspectives, approaches, and discussions in the broader sociological study of religion.
Charges of “fake news” tend to be politically motivated whether made by Republicans or
Democrats. Yet the potential for media bias is real and deserves an honest assessment. Using
an audit technique—providing journalists with similar scenarios but altering key details—the
authors evaluate whether reporters and editors write different narratives depending on the
characteristics of the principle issues in the story. The results indicate that race, gender,
sexuality and religion have little effect on whether a story will be covered, but do color the story
that is written. Data suggest that news personnel may be operating in ways that promote
progressive political leanings. The results of this study are important for journalists seeking to
move closer to objective standards of reporting.
Is it true that Christianity is being marginalised by the secular media, at the expense of Islam?
Are the mass media Islamophobic? Is atheism on the rise in media coverage? Media
Portrayals of Religion and the Secular Sacred explores such questions and argues that
television and newspapers remain key sources of popular information about religion. They are
particularly significant at a time when religious participation in Europe is declining yet the public
visibility and influence of religions seems to be increasing. Based on analysis of mainstream
media, the book is set in the context of wider debates about the sociology of religion and media
representation. The authors draw on research conducted in the 1980s and 2008-10 to examine
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British media coverage and representation of religion and contemporary secular values, and to
consider what has changed in the last 25 years. Exploring the portrayal of Christianity and
public life, Islam and religious diversity, atheism and secularism, and popular beliefs and
practices, several media events are also examined in detail: the Papal visit to the UK in 2010
and the ban of the controversial Dutch MP, Geert Wilders, in 2009. Religion is shown to be
deeply embedded in the language and images of the press and television, and present in all
types of coverage from news and documentaries to entertainment, sports reporting and
advertising. A final chapter engages with global debates about religion and media.
The God Strategy
Through a Lens Darkly
Religious Conviction in American Journalism and Higher Education
2nd Edition
How Religion Became a Political Weapon in America
Scripture on the Silver Screen
Prejudice in the Press?
The Third Edition of Women in Mass Communication provides a new generation of students with an
insightful examination of women in the journalism and mass communication professions. In this seminal
volume, editors Pamela Creedon and Judith Cramer offer ideas and directions for improving the status
of women—and men— working in the field.
Religious Radicalization and Securitization in Canada and Beyond examines the challenges created by
both religious radicalism and the state's and society's response to it.
An overview of public religion in the states of Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
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North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Om amerikanske film som tolkes ud fra tekster i Bibelen
Semiotic and Pragmatic in Mass Media
Religion and American Cultures
An Anthropological Reading
Exotics, Subversives, and Journalists, 1955-1993
Quoting God
Making the American Religious Fringe
Framing Religion in the News

Religion and popular culture is a fast-growing field that spans a variety of disciplines.
This volume offers the first real survey of the field to date and provides a guide for the
work of future scholars. It explores: key issues of definition and of methodology
religious encounters with popular culture across media, material culture and space,
ranging from videogames and social networks to cooking and kitsch, architecture and
national monuments representations of religious traditions in the media and popular
culture, including important non-Western spheres such as Bollywood This Companion
will serve as an enjoyable and informative resource for students and a stimulus to
future scholarly work.
DIVCollection of essays analyzing political sex scandals and U.S. political culture from
a variety of theoretical angles, including feminism, cultural studies, Marxist critical
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theory, queer theory, and critical race theory. /div
This book is an empirical comparative study of the complexity of religion in the public
spheres of the five Nordic countries. The result of a five-year collaborative research
project, the work examines how increasingly religiously diverse Nordic societies
regulate, debate, and negotiate religion in the state, the polity, the media, and civil
society. The project finds that there are seemingly contradictory religious trends at
different social levels: a growing secularization at the individual level, and a
deprivatization of religion in politics, the media, and civil society. It offers a critique of
the current theories of secularization and the return of religion, introducing religious
complexity as an alternative concept to understand these paradoxes. This book is for
scholars, students, and readers with an interest in understanding the public role of
religion in the West.
From the moment Captain America punched Hitler in the jaw, comic books have
always been political, and whether it is Marvel’s chairman Ike Perlmutter making a
campaign contribution to Donald Trump in 2016 or Marvel’s character Howard the
Duck running for president during America’s bicentennial in 1976, the politics of
comics have overlapped with the politics of campaigns and governance. Pop culture
opens avenues for people to declare their participation in a collective project and helps
them to shape their understandings of civic responsibility, leadership, communal
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history, and present concerns. Politics in the Gutters: American Politicians and
Elections in Comic Book Media opens with an examination of campaign comic books
used by the likes of Herbert Hoover and Harry S. Truman, follows the rise of political
counterculture comix of the 1960s, and continues on to the graphic novel version of the
9/11 Report and the cottage industry of Sarah Palin comics. It ends with a
consideration of comparisons to Donald Trump as a supervillain and a look at comics
connections to the pandemic and protests that marked the 2020 election year. More
than just escapist entertainment, comics offer a popular yet complicated vision of the
American political tableau. Politics in the Gutters considers the political myths,
moments, and mimeses, in comic books—from nonfiction to science fiction, superhero
to supernatural, serious to satirical, golden age to present day—to consider how they
represent, re-present, underpin, and/or undermine ideas and ideals about American
electoral politics.
Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and the History of Judaism
How the News Media Perceive and Portray Evangelicals
The Oxford Handbook of Religion and the American News Media
Mass Media
Politics in the Gutters
A Bibliography with Indexes
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Crossing the Academy
Writing in the New York Times Magazine, Max Frankel
characterized Unsecular Media as a book that "leaves you
thinking about the saintly role that religion has acquired
in our allegedly irreligious media." Mark Silk's book is the
first to offer a comprehensive description and analysis of
how American news media cover religion.
Do journalists report more favourably on people that they
like than on those they don't? Canada's evangelicals think
so. For years, they've accused the country's news personnel
of being prejudiced against them both personally and in
their coverage. However, up to now, the evangelicals' charge
of media bias has never been empirically examined. This book
puts that charge to the test. An in depth survey of national
news personnel accompanied by an extensive, multi-year
examination of news coverage reveals how Canada's
journalists feel about evangelicals, how they report on
evangelicals, and how and when their feelings influence
their reporting. In the end, this book concludes when the
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beliefs and actions of Canadian evangelicals directly clash
with the heart-felt convictions of Canadian national
journalists, the journalists are willing to abandon their
professional objectivity and slant their stories against
their ideological opponents. In addition, this book uses the
media's treatment of evangelicals as a backdrop for the
discussion of larger issues. How the media construct the
news, how and why the media cover religion as they do,
whether journalistic objectivity exists at all, and the
affect media messages have on audiences is explored. Also,
advice on how religious groups can overcome media bias is
offered. As the first book to apply the tools of
quantitative research to the topic of religion and the news
in Canada, this book is groundbreaking. However, written
with the lay reader in mind, the theoretical underpinnings
of the work and methodologies used are presented in
accessible, easy-to-understand terms. This book will be of
interest to all member of the evangelical community, clergy
and faith leaders, and scholars of religion or mass
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communication. "This is response rather than reaction.
Intelligent, balanced, incisive and instructive. At last
such a book about such a subject from someone who
understands evangelical Christianity as well as media.
Essential reading for everyone interested in both." Michael Coren, Author, columnist and broadcaster David M.
Haskell, Ph.D., is associate professor of journalism and
contemporary studies at the Brantford campus of Wilfrid
Laurier University.
From the way they speak about God to audiences they visit
and policies they support, U.S. politicians increasingly use
religion as a partisan weapon. The God Strategy identifies
four crucial religious signals used by Republicans and
Democrats from Ronald Reagan in 1980 to Barack Obama in
2008.
In Religion and the News journalists and religious leaders
reflect on their interactions with one another and their
experiences of creating news. Through a series of original
contributions, leading practitioners shed light on how
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religious stories emerge into the public domain. Experienced
journalists and religious representatives from different
faith traditions critically consider their role in a rapidly
evolving communicative environment. Aimed at journalists,
faith representatives, religious leaders, academics and
students this book offers a timely exploration of the
current state of religious news coverage and makes an
original contribution to the emerging media, religion and
culture literature, as well as to media and communication
studies. Religion and the News presents insights from
leading journalists and religious leaders, many well-known
figures, writing openly about their experiences.
Contributors include: Jolyon Mitchell, Director of the
Centre for Theology and Public Issues Edinburgh University;
Christopher Landau, Religious Affairs Correspondent, BBC
World Service; Andrew Brown, The Guardian; Professor Lord
Harries of Pentregarth, former Bishop of Oxford; Dr Indarjit
Singh, Director of the Network of Sikh Organisations; Rabbi
Dr Jonathan Romain, Director, Jewish Information and Media
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Service; Imam Monawar Hussain, Muslim Tutor, Eton College;
Charlie Beckett, Director, Polis; Ruth Gledhill, Religion
Correspondent, The Times; Catherine Pepinster, Editor, The
Tablet; Riazat Butt, Religious Affairs Correspondent, The
Guardian; Professor the Worshipful Mark Hill QC, Barrister
and Fellow, Centre for Law and Religion, Cardiff University.
Religion and Reaction
Religion, Media, and Social Change
Christian Worldview and the Academic Disciplines
The Secular Political Challenge to the Religious Right
The Routledge Companion to Religion and Popular Culture
The Mormon Image in the American Mind
Finding It, Fixing It
Each chapter in this unique volume explores intersections of sex, religion, and
media in our society. An interdisciplinary cast of contributors examines a wide
variety of themes, including entertainment producers' roles in disseminating
sexual and religious content; news coverage of stories about sex and religion;
religious conservatives' efforts to influence media coverage of sex and 'values;'
and how religious consumers are influenced by and react to sexual content in
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media.
Increasingly, the religious practices people engage in and the ways they talk
about what is meaningful or sacred take place in the context of media culture—in
the realm of the so-called secular. Focusing on this intersection of the sacred
and the secular, this volume gathers together the work of media experts,
religious historians, sociologists of religion, and authorities on American studies
and art history. Topics range from Islam on the Internet to the quasi-religious
practices of Elvis fans, from the uses of popular culture by the Salvation Army in
its early years to the uses of interactive media technologies at the Simon
Wiesenthal Center's Beit Hashoah Museum of Tolerance. The issues that the
essays address include the public/private divide, the distinctions between the
sacred and profane, and how to distinguish between the practices that may be
termed "religious" and those that may not.
Quoting God charts the many ways in which media report religion news, how
media use the quoted word to describe lived faith, and how media itself influence
- and are influenced by - religious discourse and behavior in the public square.
The volume intentionally brings together the work of academics, who study
religion as a crucial factor in the construction of identity, and the work of
professional journalists, who regularly report on religion in an age of instant and
competitive news. This book clearly demonstrates that the relationship between
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media culture and spiritual culture is foundational and multi-directional; that the
relationship between news values and religion in political life is influential; and
that the relationship among modernity, belief, and journalism is pivotal.
Winner of the Mormon History Association Best Book Award What do Americans
really think about Mormons, and why? Through a fascinating survey of Mormon
encounters with the media, including such personalities and events as the
Osmonds, the Olympics, the Tabernacle Choir, evangelical Christians, the Equal
Rights Amendment, Sports Illustrated, and even Miss America, J.B. Haws reveals
the dramatic transformation of the American public's understanding of Mormons
in the past half-century. When the Mormon George Romney, former governor of
Michigan, ran for president in 1968, he was admired for his personal piety and
characterized as "a kind of political Billy Graham." When George's son Mitt ran in
2008, a widely distributed email told hundreds of thousands of Christians that a
vote for Mitt Romney was a vote for Satan. What had changed in the intervening
four decades? Why were the theology of the Latter-day Saints and their
"Christian" status mostly nonissues in 1968 but so hotly contested in 2008? For
years, the American perception of Mormonism has been torn between admiration
for individual Mormons-seen as friendly, hard-working, and family-oriented-and
ambivalence toward institutional Mormonism-allegedly secretive, authoritarian,
and weird. The Mormon Image in the American Mind offers vital insight into the
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complex shifts in public perception of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, its members, and its place in American society.
Covering Muslims
The Sage Encyclopedia of Journalism
American Politicians and Elections in Comic Book Media
Making News of Religion in America
Investigating Bias in Coverage of Race, Gender, Sexuality and Religion
Encyclopedia of journalism. 6. Appendices
Religious Radicalization and Securitization in Canada and Beyond:

Are there events that are inherently scandalous? Power of Scandal finds that the very
idea of 'scandal' is derived not from an event but from public opinion û which, in turn, is
constructed by media narratives. Scandal is powerful because of its ability to challenge
institutions by destabilizing their legitimacy. The media play an integral role in the
creation of scandal because they interpret real events as purposeful actions for the
public. Examining the ubiquity of scandals in today's mass media, Johannes Ehrat
comes to conclusions that are fresh and surprising. Ehrat applies classic semiotic and
pragmatic thought to contemporary media issues, from moralist discourse surrounding
sex abuse cases to the phenomenon of televangelism. Arguing that sociological and
communications studies of scandal have ignored its constructed nature, Ehrat focuses
on how meaningful public narrative is produced. By examining the parallel worlds of
media and public opinion, Power of Scandal uses an alternative heuristic for
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understanding mass communication that is both rigorous and sophisticated.
Stewart M Hoover offers a cultural-historical analysis of the rise of religious stories in
the media - the Islamic Revolution in Iran, televangelism and its scandals, the political
agenda of the Evangelical New Right, to name but a few. The author's penetrating
analysis brings into sharp focus: the relationship between religion and the news media,
both in everyday practice and in the larger context of American public discourse; the
place of religion in American life; the role of the media in cultural discourse; and the
prospects of institutional religion in the media age.
Presents an encyclopedia of religion and politics in America including short
biographies of important political and religious figures like Ralph Abernathy, civil rights
leader, and Ralph Waldo Emerson, writer, and synopses of religious entities like the
Branch Davidians and the Episcopal church as well as important court cases of
relevancy like Epperson et al. v. Arkansas having to do with evolution.
Mass media has become an integral part of the human experience. News travels around
the world in a split second affecting people in other countries in untold ways. Although
being on top of the news may be good, at least for news junkies, mass media also
transmits values or the lack thereof, condenses complex events and thoughts to
simplified sound bites and often ignores the essence of an event or story. The selective
bibliography gathers the books and magazine literature over the previous ten years
while providing access through author, title and subject indexes.
God in the Corridors of Power
Explorations in Media, Religion, and Culture
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Sex, Religion, Media
Public Affairs
How Media Shape Ideas about Religion and Culture
An Encyclopedia of Traditions, Diversity, and Popular Expressions
Encyclopedia of American Religion and Politics

Looks at religious diversity in the United States from mainstream faiths to
Wicca and Zen, discussing faith, religious practices, traditions, and history
of religions.
Covering topics ranging from the Moral Monday movement to Christian
films and performers, Religion and Media in America is a qualitative study
of the ways in which religion has been woven into American popular and
civic culture. This book explores how Christianity both adapts to and is
affected by new media forms. Its six chapters address religious activism;
government imposition of religiosity into secular culture; religious
entertainment; Bible translations marketed as consumer goods; and how
religious satire comes from both religious and secular sources.
Recommended for scholars and students interested in media studies, film
studies, religion, communication, American history, American studies,
political science, and popular culture.
"Written in a clear and accessible style that would suit the needs of
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journalists and scholars alike, this encyclopedia is highly recommended for
large news organizations and all schools of journalism."--Starred Review,
Library Journal Journalism permeates our lives and shapes our thoughts in
ways we've long taken for granted. Whether we listen to National Public
Radio in the morning, view the lead story on the Today show, read the
morning newspaper headlines, stay up-to-the-minute with Internet news,
browse grocery store tabloids, receive Time magazine in our mailbox, or
watch the nightly.
Journalism permeates our lives and shapes our thoughts in ways that we
have long taken for granted. Whether it is National Public Radio in the
morning or the lead story on the Today show, the morning newspaper
headlines, up-to-the-minute Internet news, grocery store tabloids, Time
magazine in our mailbox, or the nightly news on television, journalism
pervades our lives. The Encyclopedia of Journalism covers all significant
dimensions of journalism, such as print, broadcast, and Internet journalism;
U.S. and international perspectives; and history, technology, legal issues
and court cases, ownership, and economics. The encyclopedia will consist
of approximately 500 signed entries from scholars, experts, and journalists,
under the direction of lead editor Gregory Borchard of University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Comparing Nordic Countries
Christian Conservatives, the Media, and Politics in America
Religion and Public Life in the Midwest
Fifty Years of Public Perception
Women in Mass Communication
Key Issues and New Challenges
Practicing Religion in the Age of the Media

The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Journalism is an outstanding
reference source to the key topics, challenges, past and present
global issues and debates in this exciting subject. The first collection
of its kind, this volume comprises over 25 chapters by a team of
international contributors. This Handbook is divided into five parts,
each taking global developments in the field into account: Theoretical
Reflections Power and Authority Conflict, Radicalization and Populism
Dialogue and Peacebuilding Trends Within these sections, central
issues, debates and developments are examined, including religious
and secular press; ethics; globalization; gender; datafication;
differentiation; journalistic religious literacy; race and religious
extremism. This volume is essential reading for students and
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researchers in journalism and religious studies. This Handbook will
also be very useful for those in related fields, such as sociology,
communication studies, media studies and area studies.
In Covering Muslims, Erik Bleich and A. Maurits van der Veen
conclusively show that newspaper articles touching on Muslims are
strikingly negative. They use cutting-edge techniques from
computational social science to prove that articles that mention
Muslims are far more negative than comparable stories related to
Catholics, Jews, Hindus, African Americans, Latinos, Mormons, or
atheists. The results examine how media outlets may contribute to
pervasiveIslamophobia, and encourages readers and journalists to
"tone check" the media rather than simply accepting negative
associations with Muslims or other marginalized groups.
This special issue of the Journal of Media and Religion looks at how
religion is framed when it is thrust into the public realm through
mediated coverage of a particular event. The first article examines
how the public debate about teaching evolution was framed by the
press in Tennessee. The next article discusses framing of news stories
about Mormons during the 2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake
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City. The final article applies Silk's unsecular media hypothesis to
coverage of the Jesse Jackson infidelity scandal. Each of these articles
uncovers new issues and insights about the framing of religion news.
The editors hope that they will become important points of departure
for theorization on this important topic. Future research will benefit
from the analyses presented by these authors.
In this book, scholars examine the many prevailing arguments about
media bias from a non-polemical perspective. Essays cover individual
forms of bias, including ideology, politics, television, photography,
religion, abortion, homosexuality, gender, race, crime, environment,
region, military, corporate ownership, labor and health. Each essay
introduces the topic, presents arguments for and against the specific
bias, assesses the evidence for all arguments, and includes a list of
suggested readings. Two additional essays discuss the broader
aspects of the bias debate and give a personal perspective on
reporting the controversial Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Instructors
considering this book for use in a course may request an examination
copy here.
Religion and Media in America
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Religion and the News
A Special Issue of the journal of Media and Religion
Qumran and Jerusalem
America's Common Denominator?
Representation and Change
Televising Religion in India
Media, Religion and Gender presents a selection of eminent current scholarship
that explores the role gender plays when religion, media use and values in
contemporary society interact. The book: surveys the development of research
on media, religion and culture through the lens of key theoretical and
methodological issues and debates within gender studies. includes case studies
drawn from a variety of countries and contexts to illustrate the range of issues,
theoretical perspectives and empirical material involved in current work outlines
new areas and reflects on challenges for the future. Students of media, religion
and gender at advanced level will find this a valuable resource, as will scholars
and researchers working in this important and growing field.
In an examination of religion coverage in Time, Newsweek, Life, The Saturday
Evening Post, Ebony, Christianity Today, National Review, and other news and
special interest magazines, Sean McCloud combines religious history and social
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theory to analyze how and why mass-market magazines depicted religions as
"mainstream" or "fringe" in the post-World War II United States. McCloud argues
that in assuming an American mainstream that was white, middle class, and
religiously liberal, journalists in the largest magazines, under the guise of
objective reporting, offered a spiritual apologetics for the dominant social order.
McCloud analyzes articles on a wide range of religious movements from the
1950s through the early 1990s, including Pentecostalism, the Nation of Islam,
California cults, the Jesus movement, South Asian gurus, and occult spirituality.
He shows that, in portraying certain beliefs as "fringe," magazines evoked longstanding debates in American religious history about emotional versus rational
religion, exotic versus familiar spirituality, and normal versus abnormal levels of
piety. He also traces the shifting line between mainstream and fringe, showing
how such boundary shifts coincided with larger changes in society, culture, and
the magazine industry. McCloud's astute analysis helps us understand both
broad conceptions of religion in the United States and the role of mass media in
American society.
Whether the issue is the rise of religiously inspired terrorism, the importance of
faith based NGOs in global relief and development, or campaigning for
evangelical voters in the U.S., religion proliferates in our newspapers and
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magazines, on our radios and televisions, on our computer screens and,
increasingly, our mobile devices. Americans who assumed society was becoming
more and more secular have been surprised by religions' rising visibility and
central role in current events. Yet this is hardly new: the history of American
journalism has deep religious roots, and religion has long been part of the news
mix. Providing a wide-ranging examination of how religion interacts with the news
by applying the insights of history, sociology, and cultural studies to an analysis
of media, faith, and the points at which they meet, The Oxford Handbook of
Religion and the American News Media is the go-to volume for both secular and
religious journalists and journalism educators, scholars in media studies,
journalism studies, religious studies, and American studies. Divided into five
sections, this handbook explores the historical relationship between religion and
journalism in the USA, how religion is covered in different media, how different
religions are reported on, the main narratives of religion coverage, and the
religious press.
God in the Corridors of Power: Christian Conservatives, the Media, and Politics in
America is a comprehensive study of Christian conservative power in America's
political culture how it was achieved, how it is maintained, and where it is going. It
came about in part because of an enduring influence in the school room, the
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seminary and in the pulpit, and in part because conservatives are so skilled at
using commercial and non-commercial media, including religious media, to
disseminate their views to broader audiences. Though their power has waxed
and waned, they continue to be a potent force in public policy today. The authors
argue that the astonishing electoral successes of Christian conservatives at all
levels of national, state and local government was made possible by linking
political, social, media and religious interests with an emerging consensus about
what constitutes a conservative mindset in American politics. Christian
conservatives unquestionably have been the most significant component in a
coalition of religious conservatives, traditionalist conservatives and
neoconservatives that has driven the Republican Party now for almost two
generations. This multifaceted understanding of Christian conservative activists
in religion and politics traces the impact Christian conservatives have had on
American Christianity as a whole while also examining the limitations imposed on
the Christian conservative agenda by American civil religion, the Constitution and
case law. The authors explore women's reproductive rights in the debate over
contraception and abortion, and gay civil rights in the debate over gay marriage
and family rights. The debate over intelligent design and evolution is examined in
the context of the campaign to transform public school education. The run-up to
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the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq is scrutinized against the background of the
declared "war on terrorism." While the conservative religious and secular
coalition within the Republican Party began to fragment even before the end of
George W. Bush's first term in office, it remained a powerful force in the 2004 and
2008 elections. The book concludes with some thoughts about the impact of
Christian conservatives in politics, media and religion in the future. "
Power of Scandal
Media, Religion and Gender
Religion in the News
American Newspapers in Comparative Perspective
Politics in the Age of Sex Scandals
The Routledge Handbook of Religion and Journalism
Religious Complexity in the Public Sphere
Over the past two decades, a host of critics have accused American journalism and higher
education of being indifferent, even openly hostile, to religious concerns. These professions, more
than any others, are said to drive a wedge between facts and values, faith and knowledge, the
sacred and the secular. However, a growing number of observers are calling attention to a
religious resurgence—journalists are covering religion more frequently and religious scholars in
academia are increasingly visible. John Schmalzbauer provides a compelling investigation of the
role of Catholic and evangelical Protestant beliefs in the newsroom and the classroom. His
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interviews with forty prominent journalists and academics reveal how some people of faith seek to
preserve their religious identities in purportedly secular professions. What impact, he asks, does
their Christianity have on their jobs? What is the place of personal religious conviction in
professional life? Individuals featured include the journalists Fred Barnes, Cokie Roberts, Peter
Steinfels, Cal Thomas, and Kenneth Woodward, and the scholars John DiIulio, Elizabeth FoxGenovese, Andrew Greeley, George Marsden, and Mark Noll. Some of the journalists and
academics with whom Schmalzbauer spoke qualified displays of personal religious belief with
reminders of their own professional credibility, drawing a line between advocacy and objectivity.
Schmalzbauer highlights the persistent tensions between the worlds of public endeavor and
private belief, yet he maintains there is room for faith even in professional environments that have
tended to prize empiricism and detachment over expressions of personal conviction.
This book---an edited compilation of twenty-nine essays---focuses on the difference(s) that a
Christian worldview makes for the disciplines or subject areas normally tauht in liberal arts
colleges and universities. Three initial chapters of introductory material are followed by twenty-six
essays, each dealing with the essential elements or issues in the academic discipline involved.
These individual essays on each discipline are a unique element of this book. These essays also
treat some of the specific differences in perspective or procedure that a biblically informed,
Christian perspective brings to each discipline. Christian Worldview and the Academic
Disciplines in intended principally as an introductory textbook in Christian worldview courses for
Christian college or university students. This volume will aslo be of interest to Christian students
in secular post-secondary institutions who may be encountering challenges to their faith---both
implicit and explicit---from peers or professors who assume that holding a strong Christian faith
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and pursuing a rigorous college or university education are essentially incompatible. This book
should also be helpful for college and university professors who embrace the Christian faith but
whose post-secondary academic background---because of its secular orientation---has left them
inadequately prepared to intelligently apply the implications of their faith to their particular
academic specialty. Such specialists, be they professors or upper-level graduate students, will
find the extensive bibliographies of recent scholarship at the end of the individual chapters
particularly helpful. "Downey and Porter present a unique contribution to the perennial question of
how faith interacts with the academic disciplines. Numerous factors contribute to this book's
significance: the common conviction that one's Christian beliefs ought to shape the contents of
one's teaching, the variety of perspectives and opinions, and the wide range of academic
disciplines under discussion. The essays---originating among the excellent faculty of Trinity
Western University---will deservedly be much used in undergraduate colleges and
universities."---Hans Borsma J.I. Packer Professor of Theology, Regent College "Few faculty,
Christian or otherwise, understand what their colleagues in other departments are doing or why.
This collection of essays is not only an excellent introduction to the whole scope of academic
enterprises but to the unique and important relationship between each discipline and the
Christian faith. An important book not only for the entire range of faculty but for students yearning
to understand both their Christian faith and what is being taught in the classroom."---James W.
Sirf author of the Universe Next Door and, with co-author carl Peraino, Deepest Differences A
Christian Atheist Dialogue "Christian Worldview and the Academic Disciplines is a book long
overdue. It will serve as an outstanding textbook for interdisciplinary courses. But this book is
more than that. Christian Worldview and the Academic Disciplines is a book that everyone
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concerned with Christian thought, especially in the context of the Academy, will want to read. I
highly recommend it."---Craig A. Evans Payment Distinguished Professor of New Testament,
Acadia Divinity College Nova Scotia
With the full publication of the Dead Sea Scrolls come major changes in our understanding of
these fascinating texts and their significance for the study of the history of Judaism and
Christianity. One of the most significant changes that one cannot study Qumran without
Jerusalem nor Jerusalem without Qumran is explored in this important volume. / Although the
Scrolls preserve the peculiar ideology of the Qumran sect, much of the material also represents
the common beliefs and practices of the Judaism of the time. Here Lawrence Schiffman mines
these incredible documents to reveal their significance for the reconstruction of the history of
Judaism. His investigation brings to life a period of immense significance for the history of the
Western world.
This book explores how religion manifests itself in television. It focuses on how religious
traditions, practices, and discourses have been incorporated into non-religious television
programmes and how they bring both the community and the media into the fold of religion. The
volume traces the cultural and institutional history of television in the state of Sikkim, India, to
investigate how it became part of the cultural life of the communities. The author analyses three
televised shows that captured the community's imagination and became ceremonial and religious
engagement. Through these case studies, he highlights how rituals and myths function in mass
media, how traditional institutions and religious practices redefine themselves through their
association with the visual mass medium, and how identities based on religion, cultural tradition,
and politics are reinforced, transformed, and amplified through television. The book further
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analyses the engagement of televised religion with audiences, its reach, relevance, and contents
and its relationship with urbanity, tradition, and identity. This volume will be of interest to students
and researchers of media and communication studies, cultural studies, religious studies,
sociology, cultural anthropology, and history.
Media Bias
Unsecular Media
People of Faith
Media Portrayals of Religion and the Secular Sacred
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